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On June 20th, our Diocese received a double blessing
when Bishop Barres ordained two more men to serve
God's people in this time and place as members of
Christ's priesthood. With great generosity of mind, heart,
and spirit, Fr. John Crozier and Fr. Rafal Borowiejski
have willingly dedicated their lives to Christ and have
become wonderful role models for all of us, by placing
their trust in Jesus and answering the call to follow Him
more closely.
These two men are exemplary reminders to all of us - no
matter what our vocation: married, single, religious, or
clergy - our Baptismal call and responsibility is to become
active participants in the service of Dramatic Missionary
Growth. Christ calls and challenges each one of us to
live this way at every age and stage of our lives. As
faithful stewards, we know that God has given us so
much and we are called to be good stewards of what we
have been given. The generous witness of Frs. Crozier
and Borowiejski encourages us to listen closely to God
and to find out how we can be good stewards of the
unique gifts He has given us.
With gratitude to God for this double blessing to our
Diocese, let us pray for Fr. John Crozier and Fr. Rafal
Borowiejski that they will always trust and find their
strength in Jesus as they guide His flock throughout their
lives. Let us pray for them as they build their priestly lives
- and help us to build ours for the greater honor and glory
of God and the sanctification of His people. May God and
His Blessed Mother always bless and keep them!
Finally, let us also pray for Bishop Barres' intention - in
honor of his 30th anniversary of his ordination to the
priesthood - that 30 young men may enter the seminary
in August 2020.
"The truest desires and greatest longings of the human
heart are found in God; the way that He helps us to
recognize that most clearly is through the encounter with

His Church and, in a particular way, though his priests."
- Reverend John Crozier, Ordained June 20, 2020
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